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LECTURES AND COURSES IN 1974 

1. Elementary phoneti·cs· courses 

One-semester courses (two hours a weekl in elementary 

phonetics (intended for all students of foreign languages ex

cept Frenchl were given by Hans Basb~ll/Eli Fischer-J~rgensen, 

Peter Molb~k Hansen, Steffe~ Heger, Peter _Holtse, Birgit Hutters, 

Ellen Pedersen, Niels Reinholt Petersen, Pia Riber Petersen, and 

Nina Thorsen. 

There was one class in the spring semester, and 20 paral

lel classes in the autumn semester. 

Courses in general and French phonetics for students of 

French (two/three hours a week in two semesters) were given 

through 1974 by Oluf M. Thorsen. 

2. Practical training in sound perception and t~anscription 

Courses for beginners as well as courses for more advanced 

students were given through 1974 by Steffen Heger and Oluf M. 

Thorsen. (The courses which are based in part on tape recordings 

and in part on work with informants, form a cycle of three 

semesters with t~o hours a week.) 

3. rnstrumental phonetics 

Courses for beginners as well as courses for more advanced 

students were given by Peter Holtse, Mogens M~ller and Nina 

Thorsen in the spring· semester (experimental acoustic phonetics 

and experimental physiological phonetics), and in the autumn 

semester by Peter Holtse and Nina Thorsen (registration of the 

intensity and fundamental frequency of speech). 
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4. Phonology 

J~rgen Rischel and Hans Basb~ll gave courses for beginners 

and advanced students. (rhe courses for beginners now form a 

cycle of two semesters with two hours a week. The contents are: 

problems in phonology and trends in phonological schools.) 

5. Other courses 

Eli Fische-r-J~rgensen gave a course in German phonetics, 

held seminars on experimental phonetics, and gave a course in 

auditory test me~hods. 

Oluf Thorsen gave a course in French phonetics. 

Hans Basb~ll gave a course in Danish phonology and phon

etics. 

Nina Thorsen gave a course in English phonetics. 

Anders Lofqvist gave a course in the physiology of the 

speech organs. 

Henning Spang-Hanssen (Institute of Applied and Mathe

matical Linguistics) gave a course in elementary statistics. 

Carl Ludvigsen gave a course in advanced statistics. 

Esther Dinsen (Institute of Applied and Mathematical 
} 

Linguistics) gave a course in the theory and practice of the 

language laboratory. 

6. Seminars 

The following seminars were held in 1974: 

Niels Davidsen-Nielsen lectured on phonological problems 

in the ·analysis of English (Germanic)~, st, ·sk, and reported 

on his tests on "slips of the tongue"~ 

Tamas Szende (Budapest}: Intra- und interlinguale Spezi

fika in Verteilungsverhaltnissen spontaner Sprechvorg~nge. 

Hans Basb~ll presented his notes on Danish phonology. 
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B~rge Fr~kjrer-Jensen, Peter Holtse, Anders Lofqvist and 

Nina Thorsen gave an account of their impressions from the sym

posium. on speech communication in Stockholm. 

Birgit Hutters and J~rgen Rische! reported on their ex

periences with- glottography and fiber optics. 

Martin Kloster Jensen (Bergen) lectured on "Articues". 

Wolfgang Dre·ssler (Vienna) presented a p~per on the psycho

sociological treatment of phonological variation. 

Benny Brodda (Stockholm) lectured on natural phonotactics. 

A.C. Gimson (London) presided at a discussion on the 

teaching of pronunciation. 

Mogens M~ller and Peter Holtse gave an· account of the 

configuration of the computer of the institute and discussed 

possible uses of a compµter in phonetic research. 

Peter Molbrek Hansen and Bent M~ller presented an acoustic 

study of the coalescence of /a/ and /e/ after /r/ in Advanced 

Copenhagen speech. 

7. Participation in congresses and lectures at other institu

tions visited by members of the staff 

Hans Basb~ll participated in the First Scandinavian 

Meeting of Linguistics at Kungalv, Sweden, in March and gave 

a paper on "The syllable in Danish phonology". 

B~rge Fr~kjrer-Jensen g~ve a paper on methods for in

strumental examination at a senior course in phoniatrics at 

Kolle Kolle in May. 

B~rge Fr~kjrer-Jensen, Peter Holtse, and Nina Thorsen 

participated in the Speech Communication Seminar in Stockholm 

in August. 

Hans Basb~ll, Preben D~mler, Eli Fischer-J~rgensen, 

Steffen Heger, Peter Holtse, Svend-Erik Lystlund, and Nina 

Thorsen participated in a symposium of phoneticians at·· the 
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University of Stockholm in September, and reported on research 

in progress at the Institute of Phonetics. 

B~rge Fr~kj~r-Jensen participated in the First Collo

quium on phoniatric laryngology at Utrecht in November, and 

gave a paper: "Survey and demonstration of the instrumental 

possibilities for phoniatrics and phonetics". 




